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ABSTRACT

The principal sources of antenna noise are discussed together
with their effects on antenna performance and methods of reducing
these effects. The concept of antenna gain-temperature ratio is intro-
duced and a mathematical method of handling it as a single design
parameter evolved. Some limitations of very large continuous aper -

tures are considered and a multielement system proposed as a means
of increasing the useful size of large antennas. Some experiments to
determine the feasability of such a system and the optimum size of its

elements are described.
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GLOSSARY OF SYMBOLS USED

A = Attenuation constant .
a = Semi-beam width of feed radiation pattern
B = Bandwidth (cps) .
b = Half-angle subtended by parabaloid at the focus
c = Power coupling factor.
D = Directivity of antenna relative to arbitrary level
D'# = Value of D for uniform illumination .
Do  = Directivity of antenna relative to uniformly illuminatad case

E = Efficienty of antenna.
e Exponential operator
F Feed field stregth in direction E)
G - Antenna gain ingeneral direction
Ge Gain of element. of integration.
Gm = Particular value of G .
Gn = Particular value of G .
Go  = Antenna gain relative to uniform illumination case
G1  = Gain of antenna number 1 .
G 2  = Gain of antenna number 2.
g = Pre-amplifier gain .
k Bo]tzmann's Constant
L Radial distance to point within antenna aperture
L t  AL
L o  Radius of complete antenna

m Summation integer .
N - Noise power from complete antenna (watts).
N o  Noise power output from directional coupler.
N1  Noise power from antenna number 1 .
N 2  Noise power from antenna number 2.
n 7 Summation integer
R = b/a

r = Normalized radius of reflector
So  Signal power output from directional coupler
S1  == Signal power from antenna number 1 .
S2 -Signal power from antenna number 2.

(S) General Syrmbol for signal-to-noise ratio

T Ray temperature in general direction
T A Temperature of ]ossy antenna .
Ta Temperature of lossless antenna
Tg = Temperature of antenna pointed at sun .
T z Cosmic noise temperature .
Te = Temperature of element of integration .
T F  Pre-amplifier noise temperature .
T G  Ambient temperature of ground, air and antenna
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Tm = Particular value of T .

Tn = Particular value of T .
T s  = Sky tempe-rature
T o  = Temperature of antenna elements .

T 1  = Temperature of antenna number 1 .
T 2  = Temperature of antenna number 2.
u = SI/NI

v = S12 /N 2

w = N 2 /N 1

x = Angle from axis of antenna beam (degrees).
c Transmission coefficient of atmosphere
13 Transmission coefficient of antenna feed system
r Gain-temperature ratio relative to isotropic radiator at l°K
r e  "Gain- temperature ratio of element of integration
Fo  Gain-temperature ratio relative to ideal antenna
E) Angle of genera] ray to antenna axis
I p = Power reflection coefficient of ground

dQi Element of solid angle
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SOME PRINCIPLES OF LOW NOISE ANTENNA DESIGN

I. INTRODUCTION.

In the past the major sources of noise in any rece.ving system

were the initial amplifying and mixing stages . With the advent of
parametric amplifiers and masers, however, the emphasis has shifted
to the antenna. In many applications, for example tropospheric scatter
reception, the antenna is the major source of noise to the extent that
further improvement in receiver design would yield little or no benefit.
In other applications, for example satellite communications, the
receiver may still contribute the major portion of the noise provided
the antenna has been designed with low noise in mind o In this report
the principal sources of antenna noise will be outlined. A nmber of
basic principles of low noise antenna design will then be discussed
and a series of criteria derived for the design and evaluaton of such
antennas.

II. ANTENNA TEMPERATURE.

In studying antenna noise it is convenient to use the concept of
antenna temperature. The antenna temperature is defined as the
physical temperature (measured in degrees Kelvin) of the matched
load which, if substituted for the antenna, would produce the same
noise output from the receiver. It will be apparent that the matched
load referred to in this case is the equivalent to the "black body" of

thermodynamics. Antenna noise is thus thermal in origin, being a
combination of thermal energy emanatLng from lossy portions of the
antenna structure, the ground, the atmosphere and cosmic sources.
The latter include the sun and radio stars. It mav be argued t-at some
cosmic noise .is not of thermal origin, However, this is not :mportant
t.o the antenna designer and noise temperature is still a ,-ery useful
means of measuring this radiation, The noise power available at the
antenna terminals is related to the antenna temperat-re by tke follow-
ing, well known equation.

(1) N-1, TA • B

where N is the noise power in watts

k is Boltzmann's constant (1. 38 x 10" 2 3 joules/degree Kelr.n)

TA is the antenna temperature in degrees Kelv n
B i s the bandwidth in cycles per second

The noise power thus has a I near relat:onshp to the ariterna
temperature. However, when noise power is used a specif 1 c. bandwidth
is implied. The use of noise temperature imp]es ro such restrct.on
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and is therefore, in general, a more useful quantity when evaluating

antenna systems.

In evaluatitig the antenna temperature the case of a lossless
antenna will be considered first. The term lossless is used here to
mean that there are no resistive losses within the antenna structure
itself. The antenna temperature is then given by the equation:

(2) Ta -G TdQ

where: Ta = temperature of lossless antenna
dQ = element of solid angle
T = temperature of radiation from d.Q
G = antenna gain in direction of d2

and the integration is performed over the whole sphere and for both
polarisations. In practice, of course, G is usually zero for one
polarisation, at least within the main beam. However, it may some-
times be necessary to take both polarisation into account when consi-
dering the back of the antenna. To evaluate Eq. (2) it is, therefore,
necessary to know the complete radiat3on pattern of the antenna and
the ray temperature T, over the whole sphere. Each must be known
for both polarisations.

The numerical evaluation of Eq. (2) is usually simplified by the
fact that the integration can often be broken down into a few broad
regions in each of which either G or T may be regarded as constant.
The integration then reduces to fLnd-ng an average value for the remain-
ing variable in each region. Eq. (2) may then be rewritten:

(3) Ta =4' --r G T. d2 + T, G- d Q

n rn

where n and m are both small integers and the integrations are per-
formed over specific regions of the sphere. As an example, consider
the case of an antenna having a narrow main beam with the rest of the
minor lobes distribute," evenly over the sphere in a situation where the
ray temperature is con.tant over the main beam and the gain may be
regarded as having a constant average value in the minor lobe region.
Eq. (3) then reduces to two terms with n and m both equal to one.

III. SOURCES OF NOISE RADIATION.

Although many practical low noise antenna problems may be
simplified in the manner just described, it is in general necessary to
know the antenna radiation pattern and the noise temperature distri-
bution over the complete sphere. The antenna radiation pattern will
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not be discussed in detail here. It suffices to say that 'the whole
pattern is important, not just the main beam and the first one or two
side lobes. It is also necessary to consider both polarisations in the
regions where an appreciable cross polarised component exists.

For an antenna operating at a few hundred megacycles or higher,
the principal sources of noise radiation are the cosmic noise, and
thermal radiation from the atmosphere and the ground. The cosmic
noise received is a function of the direction of the antenna beam with
respect to the galactic center and also of frequency. It decreases with
increasing frequency until it becomes negligible in the microwave
band, with the exception of the sun and possibly a few radio stars if
they are -within"the main beam.' , 2 The effect of the atmosphere may
be represented for practical purposes by a simplified model. in which
the actual atmosphere is replaced by an equivalent uniform atmosphere,
at normal pressure, 8 km thick, and refraction effects are accounted
for by assuming that the effective radius of the earth is 4/3 the actual
radius. Attenuation occurs as a result of oxygen and water vapour
absorption. The attenuation of a ray passing through the atmosphere
will thus be a function of elevation angle and may be readily calculated
from the geometry of the uniform equivalent atmosphere. 3,4 Thus
the temperature of a ray incident on the antenna from above the horizon
will be given by Eq. (4)

(4) T = a • T_ + (I- a)TG

where: T ray temperature
c= transmission coefficient of atmosphere in direction of

the ray
Te cosmic background temperature in direction of the ray
TG= ambient temperature of atmosphere

The final contribution to noise radiation in the vicinity of the
antenna is that of the thermal radiation emitted by the ground. In
general this requires a more compJex treatment. Some surfaces ,
such as a rough sea or dense vegetation, which are "rough" in terms
of a wavelength, absorb almost all radiation incident on them and must
be treated as black bodies. Other surfaces such as concrete or short
grass, which are "smooth" in terms of a wavelength, behave as
dielectric interfaces and reflect a greater or lesser portion of the
incident radiation depending on the incident angle, the dielectric
constant, and the plane of polarisation. 5 The effect of this reflection
on the noise temperature may be calculated in the same way as the
effect of atmospheric attenuation, the transmission coefficient now
being the power reflection coefficient of the ground. The temperature
of a ray incident on the antenna from below the horizon is then given
by Eq. (5)

1041-4 3



(5) T 1 [ a- To +(1-a)TG + [ 1 - P1 TG

where IJpJ is the power reflection coefficient of the ground. It is
assumed that the ambient temperature of the ground and of the atmos-
phere are the same; an assumption which in practice is justified.

The ray temperature may now be calculated in all directions
round the antenna using Eqs. (4) and (5) . The results may then be
plotted to yield a noise map of the environment of the antenna. Tempe-
ratures calculated in this manner have been found to be in good agree-
ment with those obtained experimentally with a radiometer. Some
typical measured temperatures, obtained with the X-band radiometer
described later in this report, are shown in Fig. 1 . These curves have
been corrected for feedline loss only and, therefore, include any effects
of side lobes, beamwidth, spillover and so on. It will be observed that
the grass behaves as a rough surface, the temperature rising sharply
at the horizon and being largely independant of polarisation. The
ashphalt, however, behaves as a smooth surface and yields appreciably
lower temperatures, particularly for horizontal polarisation and
shallow incidence angles. The sharp spike near the horizon, caused by
the presence of houses and a ploughed field, serves to emphasise the
important influence of environment on antenna temperature. Further
details of antenna noise temperature calculations may be found in
reference 6

So far only lossless antennas have been considered. Loss may
occur as a result of various factors such as attenuation in feedlines or
lenses or at reflecting surfaces. Mismatch loss may also be treated in
the same manner if it is assumed that some isolating device at ambient
temperature, such as circulator, is placed between the antenna and the
receiver. The effect of such loss is similar to that of attenuation in the
atmosphere and the noise temperature of a lcssy antenna is taus given
by Eq. (6)
(6) TA T T a + ( T) TG

where: T temperature of lossy antenna
,a = temperature of equivalent lossless antenna

a= transmission coefficient of the lossy portions of the

antenna structure
TG == ambient temperature

The ambient temperature is usually assumed to be the same for the
atmosphere, ihe ground and the antenna, unless special precautions
are taken to cool the lossy portions of the antenna. The effect of such
losses is shown in Fig. 2
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16I Note:

Ambient Temperature Taken As 300 K
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Fig. 2. Graph showing the effect of attenuation loss
on the signal to noise ratio of a low noise
antenna in terms of the noise temperature
(Ta) of the equivalent lossless antenna.
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IV. ANTENNA GAIN-TEMPERATURE RATIO.

In any receiving system the ultimate measure of system per -
formance is the signal-to-noise ratio at the output of the receiver. When
a low noise receiver is used this mainly depends on the signal-to-noise
ratio at the output of the antenna. It is, therefore, important to consider
antenna noise not as a separate entity but rather to use signal-to-noise
ratio as the design criterion, since any change in the antenna design
will, in general, affect both the signal ard the noise levels.

The signal and noise powers are not. :-n themselves convenie.nit
quantities to use in describing the performance of a receiving antenna
since they both depend on factors unrelated to the antenna. The signal
power depends on the transniting system and the intervening medium
Gain is thus a more convenient quantity to represent the effect of the
receiving antenna on signal power. Noise power, as already menti.oned,
depends on receiver bandwidth. Noise temperature is, therefore, a
more convenient quantity to use here. The performance characteristic
of a low noise antenna may thus be expressed in terms of its gain to
noise temperature ratio. A convenient reference point for gain is the
isotropic radiator and for noise a temperature of 10 K. The performance
of a low noise antenna may thus be conveniently expressed in terms of
its Gain-Temperature ratio measured relative to an isotropic radiator
at one degree Kelvin. This ratio will be denoted by F in this report. It
is often convenient to express r in decibels. For example an antenna
having a gain of 30 db and a noise temperature of 100 0 K would have a
gain-temperature ratio of +10db on such a scale of reference. However,
the same antenna looking in a different direction might have a noise
temperature of only 100 K . The gain-temperature ratio would be +20db.
The gain-temperature ratio is thus fixed only for a particular artenna
having a specif,c orJentation in a given environment. This serves to
emphasise the importance of desi.gning low noise antennas for a parti-
cular applicatton. An antenna which performs well for ore orientatJ.on.
may be poor for another.

V. A HYPOTHETICAL "IDEAL ANTENNA".

The gain-temperature rat.o dIscussed aboe provides a measure
of the absolute performance of a low noise antenna in a given situati.on.
However, it does not proNride the designer wjth any indication of whether
this performance is good or bad for the size of aperture employed. To
fill this need it has been. found convenient to define a hypothetical
"Ideal Antenna" as follows,

The "Ideal Antenna" is defined as
a lossless antenna having the ga.n
of a uniformly i]]um;nated aperture,
equal ,n area to that of the antenna
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with which it is compared, and a
noise temperature equal to the ray
temperature in the direction of the
signal source.

This "Ideal Antenna" has the maximum possible gain and also the
minimum possible noise temperature for a given situation, since in
effect the definition assumes that the antenna ratdiation pattern is con-
fined to a single narrow beam and hence has no side or back lobes to
pick up stray thermal radiation. There are possible exceptions, one
being if an antenna having a truly uniformly illuminated aperture is
orientated in such a way that all the minor lobes are at a lower tem-
perature than the main beam. There would then be a slight improvement
over the above definition. However, the difference would be marginal
and, in practice, it is virtually impossible for such a situation to occur.
Another exception is when an intense discrete noise source is directly in
line with the signal source. The definition would then yield an artificial-
ly low value. However, such freak situations excepted, the "IdealAntenna"
gives the maximum possible signal-to-noise ratio in any given case and
the performance of any practical antenna may be described in terms of
the amount by which its gain-temperature ratio falls below that of the
"Ideal". The gain-temperature ratio relative to that of the "Ideal Antenna"
will be denoted by Fo .

VI. AN EXAMPLE OF A LOW NOISE ANTENNA DESIGN.

An example of a low noise antenna design problem will now be
given to illustrate the importance of designing for maximum gain-tem-
perature ratio, rather than for maximum gain alone . The case to be
considered is that of a parabaloid operating in the microwave band and
used for receiving signals from an artificial satellite. The antenna is
operated with the main beam pointing 200 or more above the horizon and
it will be assumed that the sky temperature is a constant 100 K in this

region. The antenna is located over ground which is rough in terms of
a wavelength and so may be regarded as having a uniform noise tem -
perature of 300 0 K. The parabaloid will be assumed to have a large focal
length to diameter ratio in order to simplify the geometry for the purpose
of this illustration. The basic approach would of course be the same in
all cases. This assumption means that the angle subtended by the reflector
at the focus is small enough for the small angle approximations of
trigonometry to apply. It also means that any "spill-over" energy entering
the feed around the edges of the reflector will be from the ground. It
will also be assumed that the radiation pattern of the feed has circular
symmetry and a cosine squared shape with no side or bac'. lobes. The
situation is illustrated in Fig. 3 . The efficiency will be calculated first.
This is the fraction of the total feed power which is incident on the re-
flector and is given by Eqs. (7) and (8).
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Sky Temp Ts

Feed Pattern F cos
2a

Spillover Ground Normalized Spillover Ground
Temp TG Radius Temp TG

Fig. 3. The feed geometry of a long focal length parabaloid

b
b ZTr U cos 2 Tk. dO

SZa

(7) E-

a TT(;Cos z 2 rE d o
a

Tr2 R + 2 cos 7TR + ZirR * sin TrR - 2
(8) :. E=

_ 4
b

where R = b
a

The antenna noise temperature may be calculated directly from the
efficiency on the assumption that all power incident on the reflector is
at the sky temperature (T.) and all spillover power is at the ground
temperature (TG) .

(9) Ta = E • T s + (1 - E) TG
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The next stage is to calculate the directivity of the antenna . A
relative value for this in terms of the normalised radius of the reflector
(r) is given by Eq. (10).

[(I cos/ rrbr'N 2rr dr
K 2a

(10) D =
1 cos b 2 1T r d r

• O2a

Therefore. R2_R
128 cos- + R sin R-_ I

2D = 2 2--

r R2 TyrR' +Zcos , R +2 TRsin r R i

where R again equals b/a

When R is very small the illumination will be uniform . Then by
using the small angle approximation for sine .: cosine and letting R
tend to zero the limiting value of D for the uniform illumination case
may be found. If this is denoted by D" then from Eq. (11)

(12) D =

The directivity for any other illumination, in terms of the uniform
illumination case, may then be expressed by D o where

(13) D - D
0 D

Therefore,
128 cos R + R sin

12 2 in

(14) D
zRZ FZR 2+ R+ R.R **

7r2R ,R + 2cos R + 2 7R sin R -. 2

The gain relative to a uniformly illuminated aperture is then given by

(15) Go = D0 E

Combining Eqs. (8) and (15) -

128 [ R-r R-rr RIr 2z

(16) G o  2 8RZ rrr o T 2211(-- 4) 10+ in 2
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Eq. (16) gives the gain relative to a uniformly illuminated aperture
with 100% efficiency. The gain-temperature ratio relative to the "Ideal
Antenna" is given by

(17) 0 T
o T

a

Combining Eqs. (9) and (17)

G o  T s

(18) TG - E (T G - Ts)

where E is obtained from Eq. (8) . Go and r o may now be plotted as
functions of R . This has been done in Fig. 4 for the case of TG :- 300 0 K
and T s :5 10°K . The third curve in the figure shows the intensity of
illumination at the edge of the reflector compared to that at the center.
It will be observed that maximum gain occurs when R = 0. 8 or when the
illumination is 10 db down at the edge of the reflector. However.
maximum gain-temperature ratio, and hence maximum signal-to-noise
ratio occurs when R is about 0. 94, or an illumination taper of about
16 to 20 db. The gain is down by about 0. 5 db . However, had a maximum
gain antenna been used in this case, the signal-to-noise ratio would
have been nearly 3 db below the maximum. Designing for maximum
gain-temperature ratio is, therefore, of the greatest importance . A
detailed study of the parabaloid for use as a low noise antenna is con-

tained in Ref. 7 .

VII. VERY HIGH GAIN ANTENNAS.

So far the discussion has dealt with the problem of maximising
the signal-to-noise ratio for an antenna of given aperture, The limit is
reached when the gain-temperature ratio approaches that given by the
Ideal Antenna definition. If a further increase in signal-to-noise ratio
is still required the only recourse is to increase the aperture of the
antenna. However, even this has its limitations because of the practical
problems introduced when very large apertures are used, The first

of these problems is that of mechanical tollerances. It may prove im-
possible, or at least very costly, to construct a very large aperture to
a sufficiently high degree of accuracy and to maintain this accuracy
under operating conditions. If this is not insurmountable then there
arises the question of the phase coherence of the received wavefront
across the aperture. Due to various meteorological conditions pre-
vailing along the transmission path it is found that the phase of a re-
ceived wave 3S gencrally not constant when examined over a wade front.

The significance of this is illustrated in Fig. 3 , A wavefront is shown,
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incident on var, ou.s apert.,Jres and for w1-,..- *;he phase -/ ar,,es with the
position across the front. For an anternna w~th aperture AA the phase
is subhstaxit'aIll constant over the aperture and no problem will1 be
encount~ered. Across the apert.,ire BB the wa-ve is still" substantialj y
plane bitt exhib:.ts a 1near phase error from one side to tte oth er.
This artenna wl thus still. observe a point source of signal b :i one
wb-(-.b has a tenidency to move around, somet..res mov.1'.g cf t of the
antenna. beam, The antenna BB would thus be satisfactor,. if provision
were made for tra( king this apparent mo-:em(ent of the signal source

Aperture

88

C C

Fig The effect of a distorted wavefront 'm, large

aperture antennas

For an e-ven. wideraperture CC the phase error would be largelv
random Vnis antenna would thus obser-e a general bl-,rr 'ng of The
signal so, rce wth consequent loss of ga~n.. Tt-ere wrluld be no point
in using an ap rtu re of this size- in pract,-ce- The phvs.',aJ size of the
apertures falI.nrg into these three categor,.es will depend on th-e path
conditions in ea(.h case The d.-vision between one kategorv and another
will be for a smaller aperture in the case of scatter type reception
than for examnDIP a line of sight link between a ground recel',/er and a
space probe Waterman I-as obser-ed than the in .- ov between
categories AA and BB occurs for bearnwciths a ro--nd 1 or 2 degrees
for tropospheric scatter links.. An experiment to d(: te:rm~ine the s-ze
lirntat 'ons of X band antennas used for gro'ind to aet or ground
i0 spac.e probe communiations -is niow being concdu. tec] at this. 2abo-
ratOlv The expe-timent onis ists of obse rving t,'e apparent posit ion of
the sin w-th an X-barid radiomretei, and is des - r'.bed ;n mrore Idail
later in this report,
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VIII. MULTI ELEMENT ANTENNA.

From the previous section it will be seen that the useful size of
receiving antennas with continuous apertures is limited to the first two
categories. However, if still larger apertures are required the problem
may be overcome by the use of multielement arrays. These would not
be arrays of small elements, such as dipoles or slots, but rather arrays
of elements which are themselves high gain antennas with gains of 30 db
or more. The only restriction on element size would be that it came
within the first of the three categories previously described. Each of
these elements would then be coupled to the receiver via an individual
phase correcting servo system. It would be necessary to restrict the
banwidth of the receivers used in the phase correction system in order
to obtain a sufficiently high signal-to-noise ratio from each element
individually. However, since changes in the phase front are the result
of physical motion of the atmosphere they would occur at relatively
low frequencies. This bandwidth restriction would thus be no problem.
The maximum possible bandwidth would of course be used for the main
receiver to which each antenna element would be connected in phase
The feasability of such a system has been demonstrated using two I
antenna elements, the experiment being described in section XV of this
report.

IX. DETERMINING THE SIGNAL-TO-NOISE RATIO OF A MULTI-
ELEMENT ANTENNA SYSTEM.

A multielement system of the type just described can be made
to yield an increase in gain. However, at the same time additional
attenuation loss, with its attendant noise, has been introduced by the
addition of phase shifters and interconnecting feedlines. It is, there-
fore, necessary to determine whether the gain-temperature ratio can
be improved by the use of this multielement system and if so to
maximise it. It will be immediately evident that much tedious com-
putation is involved when the signal and noise powers from a large
number of antenna elements must be combined in a lossy network of
feedlines and the whole system optimised to yield the best possible
performance. A mathematical method of handling signal-to-noise ratio
as a single parameter, instead of handling the signal and noise powers
separately, has therefore been developed. The method applies to gain-
temperature ratio as well as to signal-to-noise ratio since the two are
linearly related.

X. COMBINING TWO SIGNAL-TO-NOISE RATIOS.

Consider two receiving antennas, or other signal sources,
connected to a receiver via a lossless coupler as shown in Fig. 6. The
coupler is so arranged that the two signals will be in phase in the receiver
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arm and has a power coupling factor c in the sense indicated in the
figure. The signals will be phase coherent and must therefore be treat-
ed as vectors. The noise powers , on the other hand, will generally

Antennal Antenna 2

Signal = S, I Signal = S
Noise= N, Noise =N 2

Load C Receiver

Signal = So
Noise = No

Fig. 6. Combining two signal-to-noise ratios.

be incoherent and must be regarded as scalars. This latter statement
requires some qualification. Noise power originating from different
sources, such as different sections of lossy feedline, will be incoherent,
but in the case of two antennas looking at the same region of space, a
portion of the noise originates from the same group of sources and will
be phase coherent Thus, when two antennas are used, the system will
exhibit an increase in gain with respect to these noise sources. At the
same time there will be a corresponding reduction in beamwidth with
the result that, if the noise sources are evenly distributed over the
region of space common to the two individual antenna beams, the total
noise obtained when the two antenna outputs are combined will be the
same as if it originated from entirely separate sources. However, if
the noise sources are not evenly distributed within the antenna beams,
as for example if a discrete source is located in this region, then the
sources must be treated individually and the antenna outputs added
with appropriate allowance for phase. In practice a single discrete
source for example could probably be treated as an isolated point super-
imposed on a uniform background of noise. The following argument,
therefore, applies to the case when the noise within the antenna beams
is evenly distributed, The noise outputs from the two antennas will
therefore, be regarded as completely incoherent. This is obviously
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valid for such port-.,ons of the noise as or"iginate from separate sources

and yields the correct result for the portions originating from the same
sources for the reasons just discussed.

Let S I be the signal power from antenna I
Let Szbe the signal powe r from antenna 2
Let N, be the noise power from antenna I
Let N 2 be the noise power from anten'na 2
Let So be the signal power eniter ing the receivier
Let Nbethe noise power entering the receiver
Let c be th e power coupling factor (see Fig. 6)

Also let. - - 11
N1

S 2

N 2

N I

Now the sigral power rnte ring the rc-( e,..-er will be given by

(20) S 47T-s, \( - Js 2

and the no-ise power b,

( 21) No~ N1 4 (1 -)N 2

Gornbinon, Eqs. ~I )g, 120, ard 'Z e. d

(22) No C ,

If the coup]-ng factor c is now adjasted to yield the maximum
signal, -o -roi.se raf~o ther . follows that

(23) 0.

Carrying oiut the different~ation and iui ving for c and (1-c) yields
the re sults

(24) c~ -

1- W + V
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(25) l-c - v
uw + v

Substituting these results in Eq. (22) gives:

(26) Q )rmax = uw + vw

(27) S -) = u + v.
0max

Thus if the coupling factor is optimised the combined signal-to-noise
ratio is simply the sum of the two input ratios. This result may be
extended by mathematical induction to any number of antennas and
also to integration methods when these are appropriate.

This method will very quickly yield a figure for the maximum
signal-to-noise ratio which may be obtained from a given antenna
system. In order to design a practical antenna it is, however, neces-
sary to evaluate the optimum coupling factor at each junction . Subs-

tituting the signal and noise powers back into Eq. (24) yields

2

N S
(28) c= 2 1

N2 2
N2 S, Ni 2

Since both noise and signal appear as terms of the same power in both
numerator and denominator a direct substitution of gain and noise
temperature may be made for the signal and noise powers respectively,
provided the bandwidth between the various parts of the antenna and
receiving systems is compatible . Thus Eq. (28) becomes

2
T G1

(29) 
c 2

T 2 G +T2 G
2 1 1 2

XI. LIMITATIONS ON THE PERFORMANCE OF VERY LARGE
ARRAYS.

Since the problems of mechanical tolerances and ran.om errors
across the wavefront may be overcome by the use of multielement
arrays with servo driven phase shifters, the question may well be
asked as to whether there is any limit to the size of such an array
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or to the signal-to-noise ratio which can be obtained from it. The
answer is that there is a limit determined by the quality of the feed-
lines which interconnect the array. To illustrate this two examples
will be considered. In both cases it will be assumed that the arrays are
extremely large to the extent that the relatively large elements of which
they consist are still small in terms of the total aperture. The normal
methods of mathematical integration may, therefore, be used as if the
aperture was continuous.

XII. A CIRCULAR ARRAY WITH MINIMUM LENGTH FEEDLINES.

It is selfevident that the array with least feedlineloss will be a
circilararraywith the receiver located at the center and connected to

each element by the shortest possible length of feedline. If each element

is uniformly illuminated then the gain of an annular ring of elements

(Fig. 7), as seen from the receiver is given by

I

Fig. 7. An element of a minimum loss array

(30) G = 41_ e -AL. 2 r ,Ld L
e X2

where Ge is the gain of the element

L is the radius of the element
e-AL is the transmission coefficient of the feedline

The noise temperature of the element will be given by

-AL -AL(31T e  + (1 - e TG
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where T is the temperature of the element , Combining these, the
gain-temperature ratio, as seen from the receiver is

2 -AL

(32) e 8rr L e dL
re = ' * -AL -AL)e To +(l-e )TG

If optimum coupling is now used the signal-to-noise ratio, and hence
the gain-temperature ratio, for the whole antenna will simply be the
sum of the ratios for the individual elements. Thus the maximum
gain-temperature ratio which may be obtained from the antenna is
found by integrating Eq. (32) . Thus

87r L LdL(33) r=-k-. T~-- 0 To
X* G Y-o AL TOe -(1----)

TG

where Lo is the radius of the complete antenna. The general solution
of this integral becomes very involved. However, the maximurr
possible value for r may be readily calculated. This maximum value
occurs when L o is infinite and when T o is so small that it can be
neglected in comparison to TG . Eq. (33) may then be written

8w LdL
(34) r

max X TG eAL -1
G o

By making the substitution

(35) 1 -AL

Eq. (34) becomes a standard integral.
2 /o/

(36) r "T0 \ dL
max T* "A ,) o eL 1

9
Evaluating the integral from tables gives :

(37) r 8 T . T 2 --

maxx . . 2

therefore 4 iT2  Tr2

(38) max A2 X2 T G 3
G
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This is the maximum value of r which can be obtained from any
array of this type. Although this result has been calculated for an infi-
nite aperture, values closely approaching this could be obtained in
practice from apertures of the order of a few thousand wavelengths.

For comparison the maximum gain obtainable from this type of
array will now be calculated. Eq. (30) gives :

(39) Ge= 4reAL .2rLdL.

If optimum coupling is used, maximum gain will be obtained from an
infinite aperture thus :

00(40) 
(G)max X8 S o

Agn ts rmax 8 2 IT 2
A X

Again this result is for an infinite aperture but in practice gains
closely approaching this can be obtained from apertures of a few
thousand wavelengths. It should also be remembered that the optimum
coupling conditions for maximum gain and maximum signal-to-noise
ratio are not necessarilly the same.

XIII. A CIRCULAR ARRAY WITH EQUAL LENGTH FEEDLINES.

The array just described, with minimum length feedlines, will
yield the highest gain and signal-to-noise ratio. However, there will
be large differences in the feedline length required to reach different
parts of the array. Because of the necessity for maintaining the correct
phase relationship throughout the array, this will result in a very narrow
bandwidth. This problem may be overcome by using equal length feed-
lines to all parts of the antenna. The antenna will then be inherently
broad ba aded, although some restriction may be encontered when the
antenna is scanned by moving the individual elements on account of the
different pathlengths produced outside the antenna. This type of antenna
suffers from the disadvantage that the feedline length must be sufficient
to reach the most distant point of the aperture, with a resultant increase
in feedline loss. Its gain-temperature ratio will now be calculated for
comparison with the previous case.

Since the loss is the same for all parts of the aperture the gain
may be written down immediately .

(42) G 4 T TL . e -ALO
X2  0
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where L o = radius of aperture . Similarly the noise temperature is
given by

(43) TA = e-ALo To + (I - e'ALo) TG,

Therefore 2
2 L

(44) r-TG. AL To
X2TG*e AL T--o

G 'G

The value of L o which will give a maximum value of 1r may be found
in the usual manner by differentiating Eq. (44) with respect to L °
and equating the derivative to zero. This yields the condition
(45) eALo (i _ AL 0 T 1

2 TG

This equation is trancendental but may be readily solved for specific
numerical values. For comparison with the minimum loss case con-
sider the situation when T o is very small compared with TG
Equation (45) then becomes :

AL AL
(46) e o = 1 .

A graphical solution yields the result

(47) AL = 1.59

The maximum value for r may then be found by substituting back into
Eq. (44) and simplifying :

4 i

(48) (1)max = A4 k TG 0.648

It will be noticed that this is smaller than the value obtained in Eq. (38)
by a factor of approximately five to one .

The maximum gain condition may be found in a similar fashion
by differentiating Eq. (42) and equating to zero. Thus for a maximum:

(49) Lo = 2

A

Substituting this back in Eq. (4Z) gives

(50) G 4T . _ )2 e 2
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The refore
16 IT

(51) G -6r
max A 2 * e

This is smaller than the value calculated for the minimum loss case
in Eq. (41), but the difference is not so large as the difference in
signal-to-noise ratio. For easy comparison, these results are shown
in tabular form in Fig. 8 . To give a clearer impression of the
practical quantities involved, numerical values of the various ex -
pressions have been calculated for the case of TG = 300 0 K and A=
0. 0007 wavelengths " . The value for A is based on an estimated
attenuation of 0. 6 db per 100 feet in brass waveguide at 2 KMc/s and
is representative over the lower microwave frequencies. The nume-
rical results in Fig. 8 are expressed in decibels, above an isotropic
radiator in the case of gain and above an isotropic radiator at one
degree Kelvin in the case of gain-temperature ratio.

XIV. PRE-AMPLIFIERS WITHIN AN ANTENNA ARRAY.

Since the principal factor limiting the gain-temperature ratio
of large arrays is feedline loss, it is worthwhile to consider the
possibility of using pre-amplifiers as a means of overcoming this
It must be remembered that an amplifier can never improve the I
signal-to-noise ratio since it will amplify both signal and noise
equally. In addition it will add some noise of its own with the result
that the output signal-to-noise ratio is always worse than that at the !
input . However, if the preamplifier must be connected to the main
receiver by a long lossy cable then an improvement in the overall
system may occur. The improvement results from the fact that the
amplifier raises both the signal and the noise power to such a level
that the cable no longer contributes a significant amount of noise o
Consider the situation shown in Fig. 9 . An antenna element is con-
nected via a lossy transmission line to a receiver. At the terminals
of the element there exist a signal power So and a noise temperature
T o . The transmission coefficient of the line is e - A L . The signal-to-
nois ratio at the receiver will then be:
(52) (S -

)K Ne -- AL

I e "A L T O + ( - e )TG

If an amplifier having gain g and an equivalent noise temperature
at its input of T. is now inserted as in Fig. 9 the new signal to-noise
ratio will be given by

(3) Soge - AL
(53) N 2 e - ALgT T)(-AL)T .

g (T o +TF) + ( - e TG
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Nume rical

Maximum
General Expression Maximum Value XA = 0.0007

TG = 3000 K

to AAL)]GAIN 8 2 ITZ  l-e- ( 8+ALo r2  
82db

"G11 A2 T2  82 db

44
Radius L o

Gain 8 2  'i - LdL 4w 2  T,
2

Temperature X2 
T - To  Az X2 T 3 59 db

G .o e G

.- Radius L o  c

GAN t~ y -AL o  16 rz 1
AGAIN 4 T-2 L 2 e 76 db, "G" X? 0 A' X' e2

Radius L o  2860

A wavelengths

1 Gain 4 T L 0 4 Tr

) Temperature X?TC eT AX2T X.648 5 db
"b " T-G

1. 59 22'70
Radius L

A wavelengths

Fig. 8. Table of Values of Gain and Gain-Temperature Ratio for a Lossv
Circular Array Fed from the center
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Lossy Feedline
Receiver er --

Antenna E lement "

Fig. 9. THE USE OF A PRE-AMPLIFIER TO REDUCE THE EFFECT
OF FEEDLINE LOSS

For the amplifier to yield an improvement must be greater
than ( N ) so from Eqs, (52) and (53)

-AL
( 54 T < e- A L T G "

or since the gain will generally be much greater than unity

-AL
(55) TF < e -AL ) TG

If the gain of the amplifier is sufficiently large both the
signal and the noise powers at its output will be much larger than
any noise contributed by the feedline. The signal-to-noise ratio at
the far end of the feedline will then be substantially the same as that
at the output of the amplifier. However, it must be remembered that
since the feedline will attenuate both the signal and the noise from the
amplifier, the gain must be sufficient to ensure that the above con-
dition is valid throughout the length of the feedline.

XV. AN EXPERIMENTAL TWO ELEMENT ANTENNA.

In order to investigate the feasibility of multielement antenna
systems a two-element model was constructed for radiation pattern
studies. The system used is shown in schematic form in Fig. 10 .
Two identical parabaloidal antenna were used, operating in Ku-Band.
Each was Z4 inches in diameter and fed by a waveguide in the shape of
a shepherd's crook and terminated by a small horn. The two antennas
were connected to the two side arms of a magic-T ; one via a servo-
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Antennas

Crystal Crystal
DetectorJ IDetector

Servo A. F A.F
Motor Amplifier Amplifier

Servo Dif fereta Log
Amplifier Amplifier Recorder

Fig. 10. Schematic diagram of an experimental
two element phase correcting antenna
system .

driver, rotary vane phase shifter; the other via a pre-set attenuator.
The main purpose of the attenuator was to balance out any loss
occuring in the phase shifktr,but it was also used to isolate one antenna
when the radiation pattern of the other one alone was desired. The
remaining arms of the magic-T were terminated by two crystal
holders which in turn were connected to two audio amplifiers. The
difference between the two audio outputs was then used to drive the
microwave phase shifter, via a differential amplifier, servo ampli-
fier and servo motor. The microwave assembly was mounted on the
turntable of a conventional antenna pattern range, as shown in Figs.
11 and 12, and illuminated by a square wave modulated transmitter .
Fig. 11 shows the front of the antennas with their feeds. The arrange-
ment of the other microwave components may be seen in Fig. 12 .

The servo system is designed to equalise the two audio out-
puts. This in turn means equal outputs from the E and H arms of the
magic-T or, in other words, a quadrature phase relationship between
the two side arms. This quadrature condition would not of course be
used in a normal receiving application since it splits the received
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power into two equal parts. However, it is convenient for the present
purpose of radiation pattern measurements since it reduces the amount
of equipment required. Since the two output powers are equal they
are both directly related to the total received power. The logarithmic
recorder, connected to the audio output from one arm , thus provides
a direct measure of the received signal (Fig. 10) .

Initially the radiation pattern of one element alone was plotted

by inserting maximum attenuation in the waveguide leading to the
other element. This pattern is shown in Fig. 13(a) . Then, with both
elements operative and the servo switched on, a second pattern was
plotted as shown in Fig. 13(b) . It will be observed that the second
pattern is substantially the same as the first except for an increase
in gain of 3 db, as might be expected from double the aperture. How-
ever, it does not show any noticeable decrease in beamwidth, which
would normally be associated with the increased aperture. Thus, in
effect, the system provides a means of increasing antenna gain without
decreasing beamwidth. It may thus be applied to situations when the
received wavefront is not of constant phase such as those already
discussed in section VII of this report. Of course it must be remembered
that the pattern shown in Fig. 13(b) is the dynamic pattern of the I
complete system with the servo operating . It is in fact the envelope
of all the different static patterns which would be obtained for various
fixed positions of the phase shifter. One of these patterns for the case
when the two antennas are in phase is shown in Fig. 13(c)

XVI. AN X-BAND TRACKING RADIOMETER.

A general view of the radiometer is shown in Fig. 14 . It
consists of two principal parts; the radiometer section and the track-
ing mechanism. The radiometer section is shown in scbematic form
in Fig. 15 . The antenna consists of a 48-inch diameter parabaloid fed
by a small horn. The feed section may be detached just in front of the
reflector to permit the use of alternate feeds or the connection of a
noise source for calibration purposes. The antenna is connected to one

arm of a four port ferrite switch. The opposit. arm of the switch
is connected to the reference load, to the outside of which a thermo-
meter is attached so that the reference temperature may be accurately

known. A third arm of the switch is connected to the input of a travel-
ing-wave tube amplifier, the remaining arm being terminated in a
dummy load for matching purposes. The output of the travelling wave-
tube is connected to a crystal detector. All of these microwave com-
ponents are mounted in a cylindrical housing directly behind the antenna

( Fig. 14). They are so arranged that they may be rotated inside the
housing, together with the antenna feed, in order to vary the plane of
polarisation of the antenna. The output from the crystal detector is
then connected to a narrow band audio frequency amplifier, located
away from the antenna mount, the output of which is m(,,.i :,:* *U un an
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. SAntea di arro Band RecordingIaA F Am dlifier Millivoltmeter
m d- Port t 

Dummy ferrite Switcht a

The op Tfo theCrystaol

wa s a d dAmpl if ier Detectore

Reference tu . Sin fFork Controlled

hecLoa theve diferenceo tepraue

Fig n 15. Schematic diagram of X-band radiometer.

A. Ce voltmeter. The ferrite switch is driven from an audio frequency
power amplifier, the input to which is derived from an electrically
maintained tuning fork tuned to the frequency of the narrow band
amplifier. Because of the action of the ferrite switch the travelling
wave tube aliternately looks at the antenna and the reference load .
The output from the crystal detector is thus approximately a square

wave whose amplitude depends on the difference between the antenna
and reference temperatures. In fact, since the crystal is inherently
a square-law device, its output is directly proportional to power and
hence to the difference temperature.

The tracking mechanism is shown in schematic form in Fig.
16. Since it is designed to track the sun it is geared to operate on
solar time. However, a minor change of gear ratio in the clock drive
mechanism would convert it to sidereal time, should this ever be

required. The main chassis is adapted from that of a 60-inch military
search light. The main turntable has been remounted at an angle of
50 degrees to the horizontal the co-latitude of the locality in which
the radiometer will be operated. Small variations in latitude may be
accommodated by means of the four screw jacks located at the corners
of the chassis. The turntable thus provides an hour angle mtion when
the center line of the chassis is aligned in a north-south direction .
The radiometer is then mounted on this turntable with provision for
manual declination adjustinent by means of a handwheel and gear
quadrant, which may be seen near the top of Fig. 14 . Referring to
Fig. 16, the turntable is driven by a quarter horsepower motor from
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Fig. 16. Schematic diagram of radiometer tracking
mechanism .

a selsyn control transformer, via a servo-amplifier and amplidyne.
The control transformer receives its signal from a selsyn transmitter
which is driven from a synchronous motor via a reduction gearbox .
The gear ratios are adjusted so that the main turntable rotates once
in twenty four hours. Thus, once the antenna has been aligned on the
sun it should continue to follow it indefini tely. A differential selsyn
may be inserted between the other two selsyn units. By manual
adjustment of its shaft the antenna may be moved ahead or behind the
sun's position without interfering with the time drive. This differential
selsyn may be switched in or out of the circuit by means of a relay.
The relay, in turn, may be actuated manually or by means of a cam
operated microswitch located on the reduction gearbox. The micro-
switch is open and closed for equal periods of time, one complete
cycle taking ten minutes. The antenna may thus be pointed at the sun
for five minutes and then offset by some predetermined angle for the
next five minutes and so on, the angle of offset being determined by
the position of the differential selsyn.
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XVII. RADIOMETER MEASUREMENTS.

The radiometer was first used to study antenna temperature
as a function of environment and beam pointing angle. The results
are illustrated in Fig. 1 which shows antenna temperature as a
function of beam elevation angle for different types of foreground
terrain and polarisation conditions. The temperatures are for a loss-
less antenna, correction having been made for losses occuring in the
feed system. In fact the temperature contribution due to feed loss
for this particular antenna amounted to about 25 0 K and resulted, for
the most part, from attenuation occuring in the wavegulde bends .
The readings were stable and showed good repeatability to an accuracy
of better than + 50 K . The stability was in part due to the narrow
bandwidth of the audio amplifier providing an integration time of
about a quarter of a second. Some long term drift was observed
which required periodical checking of the calibration. This was due to
gain fluctuation in the amplifiers and the open loop nature of the
amplifying system. This presents some problems in the solar track-
ing experiments and modifications are now being made 'to use a
variable noise source as a reference and to operate the amphfiers
as a closed loop servo system.

Some further antenna temperature measurements were made
'with the reflector pointing at the sky and using a series of inter-
changeable feed horns. These were designed to study the effect of
spill-over on antenna temperature. The same horns were then used
in a similar reflector for gain measurements to provide data for
optim~sing the signal-to-noise ratio of the antenna. These experiments
are described in detail in reference 7 .

The solar tracking experiments are designed to study the degree
of phase distortion of a sigral passing through the atnosphere, w.th
the object of determining the limiting size of a single aperture artenna°

The sun was chosen as the source, since none of the rad',o stars emit
enough energy at X-band to be suitable, except with very large anternas,
It has already been stated, in section VII of this report, tilat whten tte
aperture size is increased the effect of phase distortion is first seen
as a movement in the apparent position of the source. The magnitude
of the distortion can thus be studied by measuring the extert of th: s
movement. Ideally this requires a point source and a very narrow
beam antenna. However, the sun cannot be regarded as a point source,
being about half a degree in diameter. If a narrow beam antenna were
used in this case any movement in the apparent position of the sun

would only result in looking at a different part of the sun's surface
resulting in little or no change in the observed temperature. In con-,
sequence an alternative approach is being tried in this case. The

beamwidth of the present antenna is two degrees, between the half

power points. By pointing the beam one degree away from the sun the
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the latter will be located at the half pwer point on the steeply sloping

side of the beam (Fig. 17(a)). Any small change in direction will

(a) (b)

Fig. 17. Showing the effect of offsetting the antenna

beam from the sun . I
result in a movement of the sun up or down the slope and a consequrt

change in the antenna temperature. This change in temperature may

be readilly calculated as follows. Assuming that thehalf-owe-rJbeam-
width is 20 and that the beam is cosine squared in shape the antenna

temperature off axis, may be written as

(56) TA =T0 cos 2  
_ IT

A A \2 2

where x is the angle from the axis in degrees and T is the antenna
A

temperature when the sun is on axis. It may be assumed for the
moment that the sun is the only source of antenna noise since other

sources are small by comparison. T A has been found experimental-

ly to be approximately 500 0 K . Equation (56) may thus be written:

(57) T 500 cos 2 "X
A 4

•d T A Tr n xd "A 5002. 4 cos - sin -4
dx -4 4

(58) .. - 125 T sin -x
2

This will be a maximum when x = 1, in other words at the half-power

point.
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( d TA'\ O
d T -125 10 K per degree of arc°°°dx m ax

-125 Tr OK per minute of arc
60

(59) Temperature change = 6.5°K per minute of arc

Given reasonable stability there should be no difficulty in observing
a change of one minute of arc by this means. However, a change in
the observed temperature could be the result of a change in the sun's
temperature as well as of a phase disturbance . The sun's tempe-
rature is moderately constant at X-band, but small charges could
well be observed. To eliminate this possibility the beam switching
feature already described will be used. The antenna beam will be
pointed directly at the sun for five minutes and then switched to the
half power position for the next five and so on. With the beam pointed
directly at the sun, Fig. 17(b), no temperature change should be
observed as the result of changes in the apparent direction of the sun,
since the latter's diameter is located on the flat top of the beam .
Changes occuring in this period must, therefore, be due to charges
in the sun's output. If variations are observed with the sun on the
half power point but none are observed during the five minute periods
immediately preceding and following it, then it is reasonable to
assume that the variations are due to phase changes. Recordings over
an extended period would, of course, strengthen this assumption .
Recordings of this nature will shortly be made. The most interesting
periods of the day will be just after sunrise and just before sunset
when the sun's radiation has to traverse the greatest thickness of
atmosphere. By studying these recordings it is hoped to obtain in-
formation which will determine the optimum size of elements for use
in multielement antenna systems.

XVIII. CONCLUSIONS.

The most important result of this research program has been
the generation of the concept of antenna gain-temperature ratio as a
single design parameter. In the past antenna gain was used, but in
low noise applications this is no longer adequate. The addition of
antenna temperature filled the gap but introduced much tedious
mathematics when the two quantities had to be handled separately
The present approach, using gain-temperature ratio as a single
parameter eliminates this problem. A number of mathematical
methods have been developed which will allow the designer to quick-
ly optimise the performance of a given installation.
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In addition, a number of factors limiting the performance of

antennas have been considered including mechanical tollerances ,
phase distortion across the aperture and feed line losses. A multi-
element antenna system has been suggested as a means of over-
coming some of these problems. It has also been demonstrated that
the use of amplifiers within the antenna system may help in some
cases. However, it is concluded that the ultimate limitation on
antenna performance is feedline loss. The maximum useful size of
an antenna for long range communications is thus determined by the
quality of the currently available transmission lines.
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